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From the traditional praline, a paste to help you rediscover the 
perfect delight of gianduia.

Gianduiotto is the ultimate expression of chocolate making in 
Piedmont and Pernigotti Maestri Gelatieri Italiani has translated 

this heritage of know-how and flavours into a product with 
premium cocoa and only “Piedmont HAZELNUTS PGI from 

the Langhe”.

More than gelato, this is an authentic tribute.

gianduiotto creAM
THE ORIGINAL GIANDUIOTTO 
BECOMES ARTISAN GELATO

ARTICLE DESCRIPTION DOSAGE PACKAGING

12093515

GIANDUIOTTO 
CREAM PASTE 

With 53.3% “Piedmont 
HAZELNUT PGI from the Langhe” 
paste and 16.5% low-fat cocoa 
powder.

100-150 g product 
+ 1 kg white base

2 x 4 kg
tins



NOCCIOLA IGP 
DELLE LANGHE

ARTICLE DESCRIPTION DOSAGE PACKAGINGARTICLE DESCRIPTION DOSAGE PACKAGING

12112006

HAZELNUT PASTE MAESTRO  
HAZELNUT paste (97.84%), 
vegetable fats, flavours.

100-150 g product
+ 1 kg white base

2 x 5.4 kg
buckets

12112004A

NOCCIOLA IGP
DELLE LANGHE PASTE

100% roasted Piedmont Hazelnuts 
PGI from the Langhe. Free from 
artificial colours and flavours.

70-100 g product + 
1 kg white base

2 x 3.5 kg
tins

“nocciola
PIEMONTE

I.G.P.”
DELLE

LANGHE

HAZELNUT
MAESTRO

The world’s best hazelnuts with that something extra: not only PGI denomination, 
but with hazelnuts from the small and well-defined area of the Langhe, 

a land so generous it has become a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
A further selection by Maestri Gelatieri Italiani guarantees 

the very best of the best for our clients.

Probably the most delicious hazelnut in the world.

All the know-how of the different hazelnut cultivars and all the experience 
of roasting combine in a premium quality paste. 

Careful selection of hazelnuts  and their artisan processing help create
a paste designed for master gelato makers. 

A paste we are delighted to put our name on.



ARTICLE DESCRIPTION DOSAGE PACKAGING

The excellence of pistachios, certified by “Bronte Pistachio PDO”, 
interpreted by Pernigotti Maestri Gelatieri Italiani in a pure paste with an 

unmistakeable flavour and an intense, natural green colour.
The best of the best thanks to experience and strict quality controls 

that make it possible to retain the wholesomeness of 
a unique product and narrate its inimitable story.

12112003

100% GREEN BRONTE
PISTACHIO PASTE

100% toasted green Bronte 
pistachios PDO. Free from artificial 
flavours and colours.

70 - 100 g product
+ 1 kg white base

2 x 3 kg
tins

PISTACCHIO VERDE 
DI BRONTE D.O.P.

ARTICLE DESCRIPTION DOSAGE PACKAGING

12112007

PISTACHIO PASTe 
MAESTRO   

Pistachios 98.6%, salt, colouring.
70 - 100 g product 
+ 1 kg white base

2 x 2.5 kg
buckets

pistachio
maestro

All the processing skills and know-how to turn raw ingredients into a premium 
quality paste. The use of pure pistachios from the Mediterranean basin, 

perfect roasting and just a  pinch of salt help create a paste designed for 
master gelato makers.  

A paste we are delighted to put our name on. 



GELAGEL COCOA 
MASS KIT

 
Three different products that express all the strength of the 

cocoa of origin, with unique and unmistakeable characteristics 
to discover the real essence of single-origin chocolate.

The paste base has been designed to guarantee creaminess 
and stability and exalt the flavour of the pure cocoa masses, 

helping their aromatic bouquet to emerge that differs 
depending on the place of origin.

Base + Cocoa Mass in complete kits 
for a new experience 

in the world of chocolate.

ARTICLE DESCRIPTION DOSAGE PACKAGING

12093802  

DOMINICAN 
REPUBLIC 
GELAGEL KIT
X 12.9 KG

Spicy floral notes of 
olive and fruity wine.

1.55 kg product 
+ 600 g mass 
+ 1.8 l boiling water

6 x 1.55 kg jars 
of Gelagel base
+
6 x 0.6 kg bags of 
Dominican Republic 
Cocoa Mass 

12093803  

ECUADOR 
GELAGEL KIT
X 12.9 KG 

Notes of tropical 
banana, a hint of 
liquorice and an 
intense bitter taste.

1.55 kg product 
+ 600 g mass 
+ 1.8 l boiling water

6 x 1.55 kg jars 
of Gelagel base
+
6 x 0.6 kg bags of 
Ecuador Cocoa Mass 

12093804    

MADAGASCAR 
GELAGEL KIT
X 12.9 KG  

Bitter notes of citrus 
fruits, slightly sour 
woody notes and a hint 
of liquorice.

1.55 kg product 
+ 600 g mass 
+ 1.8 l boiling water

6 x 1.55 kg jars 
of Gelagel base 
+ 6 x 0.6 kg bags 
of Madagascar 
Cocoa Mass 

A unique gelato made directly from the fruit of the cocoa tree, 
with the pure untreated mass, without fats other than cocoa butter 

and free from milk or its derivatives. Thanks to Maestri Gelatieri Italiani 
cocoa mass, the flavour of the chocolate will be rich and intense and above all, 

will maintain its original aftertaste and its pleasant bitter notes.

ABSOLUTE DARK 



PUROFONDENTE 

REMOVE 
THE POSTER

HANG IT UP 
IMMEDIATELY

1 2

ARTICLE DESCRIPTION DOSAGE PACKAGING

12108328

PUROFONDENTE 
ZERO    

A complete base without added 
sugars and free from milk and milk 
derivatives.

1.8 kg product 
+ 2.4 l water

8 x 1.8 kg
bags

Purofondente Pernigotti without added sugar.

From the market benchmark, we present the Zero version: 
a complete product with fibres and sweetened with stevia extract 

so you can enjoy the pleasure of dark chocolate in a sorbet, without distractions.

To satisfy a modern and increasingly demanding clientele. 

THE PERNIGOTTI 
BRAND POSTER 

AS A GUARANTEE 
OF EXCELLENCE.
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This line of high-performance bases with a short list of ingredients that is clean 
and transparent, has a new version free from aromas, designed to exalt 

the perception of the flavouring pastes. 
A base with only natural ingredients, including bamboo fibre, 
as a natural additive for a great structure and excellent stability, 

 low in fat and free from emulsifiers and vegetable fats, 
for a clean-tasting gelato. 

A pure and rich base.

ARTICLE DESCRIPTION DOSAGE PACKAGING

12091183

BASE PURA E RICCA 
100 S.A.

A medium-dosage natural base 
without aromas.

100 g product +
220 g sugar +
1 l milk.

6 x 2 kg
bags

base pura&ricca s.a.



 

ARTICLE DESCRIPTION DOSAGE PACKAGING

12091201  

GELAGEL COCONUT INDONESIA
59% of coconut from Indonesia, 
29% of the finished gelato.

1.65 kg product + 
1.65 l water

6 x 1.65 kg buckets

12091202    
GELAGEL PRICKLY PEAR SICILY  

77% of prickly pears from Italy-Sicily, 
34% of the finished gelato.

1.65 kg product + 
2.1 l water 

6 x 1.65 kg buckets

12091200    
GELAGEL STRAWBERRY ITALY    

74% of strawberries from Italy, 
32% of the finished gelato.

1.65 kg product + 
2.1 l water 

6 x 1.65 kg buckets

12091205  
GELAGEL LIME SOUTH AMERICA  

24% of limes from South America, 
11% of the finished gelato.

1.65 kg product + 
2.1 l water 

6 x 1.65 kg buckets

12091204    
GELAGEL MANGO SOUTH AMERICA

75% of mangoes from South America, 
33% of the finished gelato.

1.65 kg product + 
2.1 l water 

6 x 1.65 kg buckets

12091203    
GELAGEL PEAR ITALY 

71% of pears from Italy, 
31% of the finished gelato.

1.65 kg product + 
2.1 l water 

6 x 1.65 kg buckets

This practical and revolutionary solution stands out thanks to a higher 
percentage of ingredients and the wholesomeness and certified origin 

of the fruit, which is grown and harvested in the places where it can reach peak 
ripeness and the best aromatic profile, for a truly top-quality result.

Gelagel Fruit is the premium line of purées for artisan gelato, made using 
an innovative processing method that helps preserve the freshness and organoleptic 

properties and discover the authentic pleasure of fruit.

gelagel fruit
THE NATURAL 

REVOLUTION OF FRUIT
The goodness of fresh fruit without the issues linked to its processing and quality 

guarantee: a very high percentage of fruit, either puréed or in pieces, certified ingredients 
and cane sugar, without milk derivatives and also palm oil and gluten-free. 

Balanced, ready-to-use products to ensure the best performance in terms of structure
 and hold in the display counter, packed in practical single-dose buckets.

Six traditional and on-trend flavours with exceptional yield and great versatility, 
to be the best in infinite applications: sorbets, Sicilian granita, ice lollies and smoothies, 

glazes and chilled desserts.

THE CLEVER CHOICE 
FOR GELATO MAKERS.



ARTICLE DESCRIPTION DOSAGE PACKAGING

12093027  
MORETTINA CLASSIC

Inimitable traditional gianduia 
cream designed for the artisan 
gelato shop.

Variegate as much as you 
like. To prepare cremini, pour 
directly into the tub and leave 
in the display counter for 
about two hours to obtain the 
perfect creaminess.

2 x 6 kg buckets

12093029  
morettina chiara

A smooth cream with 
hazelnut paste and almond 
paste. 

Variegate as much as you 
like. To prepare cremini, pour 
directly into the tub and leave 
in the display counter for 
about two hours to obtain the 
perfect creaminess.

2 x 6 kg buckets

12093034    
MORETTINA BIANCA   

The delicate flavour of white 
chocolate in a sophisticated 
cream spread.

Variegate as much as you 
like. To prepare cremini, pour 
directly into the tub and leave 
in the display counter for 
about two hours to obtain the 
perfect creaminess.

2 x 6 kg buckets

Cream spreads have made their way into the gelato shop and traditional 
variegate is replaced by a delicious spreadable cream, revolutionizing

the taste standards of artisan gelato. 

Thanks to the Morettine line, we have created a world dominated by 
flavour and sensory contrasts, where artisan gelato embraces the velvety, 

full-bodied seduction of cream spread. 

A unique experience that redefines the standard of taste.

morettina
THE CREAM SPREAD 

FOR ARTISAN GELATO.



ARTICLE DESCRIPTION DOSAGE PACKAGING

12093044  

MORETTINA HAZELNUT 

A triumph of premium roasted 
hazelnuts (over 20%) in a cream with 
a well-rounded and lasting flavour. A 
tribute to our land. 

Ideal for cremini: leave 
for about two hours 
to obtain perfect 
creaminess.

2 x 6 kg buckets

12093045  
MORETTINA PISTACHIO   

A delicious nectar with 20% of 
premium pistachios for an intense 
and captivating flavour.  
Free from artificial colourings.

Variegate as much as 
you like.

2 x 6 kg buckets

12093046    
MORETTINA CARAMEL

Salted caramel with a strong 
and well-rounded flavour, melts 
beautifully for use in numerous 
recipes.

Use everywhere to give 
life to lots of texture and 
flavour contrasts.

2 x 6 kg buckets

12093047    
MORETTINA dominican republic

From the Dominican Republic 
specialists, a spreadable cream with 
the real taste of dark chocolate. Free 
from milk derivatives.

Variegate according 
to the intensity of dark 
chocolate desired.

2 x 6 kg buckets

The Morettine line has some delicious new additions for increasingly 
intriguing combinations for your gelato.

Pernigotti know-how has interpreted the best-loved and trendiest flavours 
in delicious cream spreads to offer surprising combinations and seduce 

even the most demanding palates.

FOUR NEW PRODUCTS, 
THAT WILL WIN YOU OVER 

FROM THE FIRST BITE



MORETTINE, 
EXCLUSIVE FILLINGS 

FOR BAKERY 
PRODUCTS TOO

The Morettine Line for Bakery offers premium-quality creams designed to satisfy 
the most demanding master bakers and sophisticated palates.

A range that combines the best ingredients and excellent performance, for pre- and 
post-oven fillings suited to all seasons.

The secret for unforgettable tarts, croissants and pastries.  
Take Maestri Gelatieri Italiani’s word for it.

new

ARTICLE DESCRIPTION PACKAGING

12099031 

MORETTINA BAKERY
PISTACHIO

A natural green cream spread 
containing 10% of select pistachios that 
is easy to spread.
Ideal for all types of use in bakery.

2 x 5.5 kg
buckets

ARTICLE DESCRIPTION PACKAGING

12099021            

MORETTINA BAKERY
DARK

A dark chocolate cream spread made 
using select low-fat cocoa with a 
characteristic dark colour. The darkest 
in the range, it is ideal for preparing 
bakery products with a strong and 
captivating flavour.

2 x 5.5 kg
buckets

MORETTINA BAKERY DARK
HIGH-PERFORMING DARK CHOCOLATE.

MORETTINA BAKERY PISTACHIO
PISTACHIO FOR ALL DELICIOUS BAKERY TREATS.

ARTICLE DESCRIPTION PACKAGING

12099006

12099231

MORETTINA BAKERY
OVEN AND FILLINGS

A cream spread with the best traditional 
Pernigotti cocoa and perfectly roasted 
hazelnuts, ideal for pre- and post-oven 
fillings. 
Available with fats dedicated to the 
summer season and the winter season.

1 x 12 kg
bucket

12099002

12099551

MORETTINA BAKERY
FOR TARTS AND PIES

A cream spread with the best traditional 
Pernigotti cocoa and perfectly roasted 
hazelnuts, with a texture that is ideal for 
preparing tarts and pies.
Available with fats dedicated to the 
summer season and the winter season.

1 x 12 kg
bucket

112099171

12099191

MORETTINA CIOCCOBIANCA

A cream spread with milk and milk 
proteins. Ideal for post-oven filling of 
tarts, croissants and pastries.

Available in 5.5 kg and 
12 kg buckets

112099091

12099151

MORETTINA CIOCCOCREAM 

A bitter cream spread with cocoa and 
hazelnut. Ideal for flavouring cream and 
confectioners’ custard.

Available in 5.5 kg and 
12 kg buckets



www.pernigottigelatieri.com
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